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Progress on Multiple InterationsModelling the underlying event in hadron{hadron ollisionsP. Skands (speaker) and T. Sj�ostrandTheoretial Physis, Lund University, S�olvegatan 14A, 22362 Lund, Sweden.LU TP 03-45, hep-ph/0310315Abstrat. We report on the development of a new model for the underlying event in hadron{hadronollisions. The model inludes parton showers for all interations, as well as non-trivial avour, momentum,and olour orrelations between interation initiators and beam remnant partons.PACS. 12.38.Lg { 13.85.Hd1 IntrodutionA simple onsequene of the omposite nature of hadronsis the possibility to have hadron{hadron ollisions in whihseveral distint pairs of partons ollide with eah other(multiple interations). In fat, simple perturbative alu-lations an be used to show [1℄ that most inelasti events inhigh{energy hadroni ollisions should ontain several per-turbatively alulable interations, in addition to what-ever nonperturbative phenomena may be present.Although most of this ativity is not hard enough toplay a signi�ant role in the desription of high{p? jetphysis, it an be responsible for a large fration of thetotal multipliity (and large utuations in it), for semi-hard (mini-)jets in the event, for the details of jet pro�lesand for the jet pedestal e�et, leading to random as wellas systemati shifts in the jet energy sale. Thus, a goodunderstanding of multiple interations would seem pre-requisite to arrying out preision studies involving jetsand/or the underlying event in hadroni ollisions.In an earlier study [1℄, it was argued that all the un-derlying event ativity ould be explained by the multipleinterations mehanism alone. However, while the originof underlying events is thus assumed to be perturbative,many nonperturbative aspets still fore their entrane onthe stage. This in partiular relates to the struture ofbeam remnants and to the orrelations in avour, olour,and momentum between the partons involved. In [1℄, onlyvery simple beam remnant strutures ould tehnially bedealt with, hene substantial simpli�ations had to be im-posed.In reent years, the physis of the underlying eventhas ome to attrat more attention. Simple parameteri-zations an be tuned to desribe the average underlyingativity, but are inadequate to fully desribe orrelationsand utuations. The inreased interest and the new data

now prompts us to develop a more realisti framework formultiple interations than the one in ref. [1℄, while makinguse of many of the same underlying ideas.One new aspet was the augmentation in [2℄ of thestandard Lund string fragmentation framework [3℄ to in-lude the hadronization of olour topologies ontainingnon-zero baryon number. In the ontext of multiple in-terations, this improvement means that almost arbitrar-ily ompliated baryon beam remnants may now be dealtwith, hene many of the restritions present in the oldmodel are no longer neessary.Here, we present a model for how avours, olours, andmomenta are orrelated between all the partons involvedin a hadron{hadron ollision, both those that undergointerations and those onstituting the beam remnants.However, all aspets of the model annot be treated withinthe limits of this format, hene some aspets have beenleft out; we onentrate exlusively on baryon beams andneither the dependene on impat parameter nor the as-signment of `primordial k?' to parton shower initiators isaddressed here. More omplete desriptions may be foundin [4,5℄.This artile is organized as follows. In Setion 2 themain work on avour and momentum spae orrelationsis presented and in 3 the very thorny issue of olour or-relations. Finally, Setion 4 provides a brief summary.2 Towards a Realisti ModelConsider a hadron undergoing multiple interations in aollision. Suh an objet should be desribed by multi-parton densities, giving the joint probability of simulta-neously �nding n partons with avours f1; : : : ; fn, ar-rying momentum frations x1; : : : ; xn inside the hadron,



2 P. Skands (speaker) and T. Sj�ostrand: Progress on Multiple Interationswhen probed by interations at sales Q21; : : : ; Q2n. How-ever, we are nowhere near having suÆient experimentalinformation to pin down suh distributions. Therefore, andwishing to make maximal use of the information that wedo have, namely the standard one-parton-inlusive partondensities, we propose the following strategy.As desribed in [1℄, the interations may be generatedin an ordered sequene of falling p?. For the hardest inter-ation, all smaller p? sales may be e�etively integratedout of the (unknown) fully orrelated distributions, leav-ing an objet desribed by the standard one-parton dis-tributions, by de�nition. For the seond and subsequentinterations, again all lower{p? sales an be integratedout, but the orrelations with the �rst annot, and so on.Thus, we introdue modi�ed parton densities, that or-relate the i'th interation and its shower evolution to whathappened in the i� 1 previous ones.The �rst and most trivial observation is that eahinteration i removes a momentum fration xi from thehadron remnant. Already in [1℄ this momentum loss wastaken into aount by assuming a simple saling ansatzfor the parton distributions, f(x) ! f(x=X)=X , whereX = 1�Pni=1 xi is the momentum remaining in the beamhadron after the n �rst interations. E�etively, the PDF'sare simply `squeezed' into the range x 2 [0; X ℄.Next, for a given baryon, the valene distribution ofavour f after n interations, qfvn(x;Q2), should followthe ounting rule:Z X0 qfvn(x;Q2) dx = Nfvn; (1)where Nfvn is the number of valene quarks of avourf remaining in the hadron remnant. This rule may beenfored by saling the original distribution down, by theratio of remaining to original valene quarks Nfvn=Nfv0,in addition to the x saling mentioned above.Also, when a sea quark is knoked out of a hadron, itmust leave behind a orresponding antisea parton in thebeam remnant. We all this a ompanion quark. In theperturbative approximation the sea quark qs and its om-panion q ome from a gluon branhing g! qs + q (it isimpliit that if qs is a quark, q is its antiquark). Start-ing from this perturbative ansatz, and negleting otherinterations and any subsequent perturbative evolution ofthe q distribution, we obtain the q distribution from theprobability that a sea quark qs, arrying a momentumfration xs, is produed by the branhing of a gluon withmomentum fration y, so that the ompanion has a mo-mentum fration x = y � xs,q(x;xs) = C Z 10 g(y)Pg!qsq(z) Æ(xs � zy) dz= C g(y)Pg!qsq �xsy � 1y= C g(xs + x)xs + x Pg!qsq � xsxs + x� ; (2)with Pg!qsq the usual DGLAP gluon splitting kernel andC a normalization onstant whih an be obtained by im-

posing the ounting rule:Z 1�xs0 q(x;xs) dx = 1: (3)The exat form of C depends on the shape assumed forthe gluon disitribution. Qualitatively, however, any fallinggluon distribution / 1=x onvoluted with the almost atg ! qq splitting kernel yields ompanion distributionswhih tend to a onstant q(x;xs) � C=2x2s below xsand whih exhibit power-like fall-o�s q(x;xs) / 1=x2above it, with some modulation of the latter dependingon the large-x behaviour assumed for g(x). Also note thatxq(x;xs) should be peaked around x � xs, by virtue ofthe symmetri Pg!qsq splitting kernel.Without any further hange, the redution of the va-lene distributions and the introdution of ompanion dis-tributions, in the manner desribed above, would result ina violation of the total momentum sum rule,Z X0 x0�Xf qfn(x;Q2) + gn(x;Q2)1A dx = X; (4)sine by removing a valene quark from the parton dis-tributions we also remove a total amount of momentumorresponding to hxfvi, the average momentum frationarried by a valene quark of avour f :hxfvni � R X0 xqfvn(x;Q2) dxRX0 qfvn(x;Q2) dx = X hxfv0i ; (5)and by adding a ompanion distribution we add an anal-ogously de�ned momentum fration.To ensure that eq. (4) is still respeted, we assumethat the sea+gluon normalizations utuate up when avalene distribution is redued and down when a ompan-ion distribution is added. In addition, the requirement ofa physial x range is of ourse still maintained by `squeez-ing' all distributions into the interval x 2 [0; X ℄.The full parton distributions after n interations thustake the forms:qfn (x) = 1X �NfvnNfv0 qfv0 � xX � + a qfs0 � xX �++Xj qfj � xX ;xsj�35 ; (6)gn(x) = aX g0 � xX � ; (7)where we have suppressed the dependene onQ2 for brevity,qfv0 (qfs0) denotes the original valene (sea) distributionof avour f , and the index j on the ompanion distribu-tions qfj ounts di�erent ompanion quarks of the sameavour, f . As already mentioned, the normalization fa-tor a multiplying the gluon and sea distributions an bedetermined from overall momentum onservation in theinoming hadron:a = 1�Pf Nfvnhxfv0i �Pf;jhxfj0i1�Pf Nfv0hxfv0i : (8)



P. Skands (speaker) and T. Sj�ostrand: Progress on Multiple Interations 3Parton in hadron remnantParton shower initiatorqv1qv2 qv3J g1 qs qg2 g3qv1qv2 qv3Ja) b)Fig. 1. a) The initial state of a baryon, onsisting of 3 va-lene quarks onneted antisymmetrially in olour via a en-tral `string juntion', J. b) Example of how a given set of par-ton shower intitators ould have been radiated o� the initialon�guration, in the ase of the `purely random' orrelationsdisussed in the text.After the perturbative interations have taken eahtheir share of longitudinal momentum, the question ariseshow the remaining momentum is shared between the beamremnant partons. Here, valene quarks reeive an x pikedat random aording to a small{Q2 valene-like partondensity, while sea quarks must be ompanions of one ofthe initiator quarks, and hene should have an x pikedaording to the q(x;xs) distribution introdued above.In the rare ase that no valene quarks remain and no seaquarks need be added for avour onservation, the beamremnant is represented by a gluon, arrying all of the beamremnant longitudinal momentum.Further aspets of the model inlude the possible for-mation of omposite objets in the beam remnants (e.g. di-quarks) and the addition of non-zero primordial k? val-ues to the parton shower initiators. Espeially the latterintrodues some ompliations, to obtain onsistent kine-matis. Details on these aspets will be presented in [5℄.3 Colour CorrelationsThe initial state of a baryon may be represented by threevalene quarks, onneted antisymmetrially in olour viaa entral juntion, whih ats as a swithyard for theolour ow and arries the net baryon number. This situ-ation is illustrated in Fig. 1a.The preise olour-spae evolution of this state into theinitiator and beam remnant partons atually found in agiven event is not predited by perturbation theory, but isruial in determining how the system hadronizes; in theLund string model [3℄, two olour-onneted �nal statepartons together de�ne a string piee, whih hadronizesby suessive non-perturbative breakups along the string.Thus, the olour ow of an event determines the topologyof the hadronizing strings, and onsequentially where andhow many hadrons will be produed.For the perturbative parts of the event, a unique olourow may be onsistently assigned [6℄, but for the onne-tions among initiator and beam remnant partons, addi-tional assumptions are neessary. The question an essen-tially be redued to one of hoosing a �titious sequene

of gluon emissions o� the initial valene topology, sinesea quarks together with their ompanion partners are as-soiated with parent gluons, by de�nition.The simplest solution is to assume that gluons are at-tahed to the initial quark lines in a random order, seeFig. 1b. If so, the juntion would rarely be olour on-neted diretly to two valene quarks in the beam rem-nant. It should be lear that the migration of the baryonnumber depends sensitively upon whih partons in the �-nal state the juntion ends up being onneted to (see [2℄for details on juntion fragmentation). Thus, if the onne-tions are purely random, the baryon number of the initialstate should quite often be disonneted from the beamremnant altogether and be able to migrate to both largep? and small xF values. Empirially, this may not be de-sireable, hene a free suppression parameter is introduedto suppress gluon attahments onto olour lines that lieentirely within the remnant.Finally, we imagine a few di�erent possibilities for theordering of the emissions o� a given olour line: 1) ran-dom, 2) gluons are ordered aording to the rapidity ofthe hard sattering subsystem they are assoiated with(where beam remnant partons are assigned a �xed largerapidity in the diretion of their parent hadrons), and 3)gluons are ordered so as to give rise to the smallest possibletotal string lengths in the �nal state. The two latter possi-bilities represent di�erent attempts to minimize the totalpotential energy of the system (the string length), sinethe former seems to result in a too large hadron multipli-ity per interation. A variable whih we have found to besensitive to the hoie of olour topology is the average p?vs. nharged, but our studies are not onluded yet. Thus,we do not pretend to have the �nal solution to these ques-tions. Rather, the olour orrelations, both in the initialand in the �nal state, still represents the major open issuein our studies.4 ConlusionThe development of a new model for the underlying eventin hadron{hadron ollisions has been reported. This modelextends the multiple interations mehanism proposed in[1℄ with the possibility of non-trivial avour and momen-tum orrelations, parton showers for all initiator and �nalstate partons, and several options for olour orrelationsbetween initiator and beam remnant partons. Many ofthese improvements rely on the development of juntionfragmentation in [2℄.The issue of olour orrelations is still atively understudy.Referenes1. T. Sj�ostrand, M. van Zijl, Phys. Rev. D36, 2019 (1987).2. T. Sj�ostrand, P. Z. Skands, Nul. Phys. B659, 243 (2003).3. B. Andersson et al., Phys. Rept. 97, 31 (1983).4. T. Sj�ostrand et al., LU TP 03-38. [hep-ph/0308153℄.5. T. Sj�ostrand, P. Z. Skands, in preparation.6. H. U. Bengtsson, Comput. Phys. Commun. 31, 323 (1984).


